Recruitment Opportunities
Developing good working relationships with students may pay off when it’s time to add healthcare providers to your practice in the future.

Updated Clinical Knowledge
You’ll learn and update your knowledge about trends in healthcare and clinical practice guidelines. Preceptors also have access to the AHEC Digital Library (ADL), an online service of the North Carolina AHEC Program that provides access to full-text journals, textbooks, and electronic databases.

Reduced Workload and Tech Support
Share the day to day work. Most of today’s medical and allied health students are very tech-savvy and can efficiently navigate Electronic Health Records systems. Students may also take patient histories, assist with office duties and perform other non-clinical tasks.

A Chance to Give Back
Precepting gives you the opportunity to give back to the next generation of healthcare professionals, just as someone once did for you.

Precepting is a rewarding experience that adds a new level of energy to everyday patient care. Your students will be excited to perform tasks that may seem routine to you. You’ll find that their exuberance for patient care is contagious.

If you are interested in becoming a preceptor, please email Renee Leonard at Renee.Leonard@atriumhealth.org

Our Student Services Team members are looking for NEW preceptors from various disciplines/specialties in the following South Piedmont AHEC counties: Anson, Cleveland, Gaston, Lincoln, Stanly, and Union Counties.

Developing the Workforce for a Healthy North Carolina is what we do here at South Piedmont AHEC.
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